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UNM Senior Mayor of Chama

Jardy Jones, a 21-year-old
UNM senior from Chama, Monday' became the youngest mayor
in New Mexico and possibly in
the United States. Jones picked up
70 per cent more votes than the
incumbent mayor Eddy Vigil to
win the election.
Jones plans to travel to and
from Chama for the monthly city
council meetings while he finishes
his last se'mester as a senior
majoring in general business.
Mter graduation in June, he
plans to move back to Chama,
where he says he will likely take
over his father's mercantile store.
JONES SAID that his succes-

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65~-4 tim..,, $2.00. Insertiooo
must be eubm1tted b;y noon on day before
~ublicati'!_n to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

ful campaign included an intensive . poster saturation in · the
town and a vigorous round of
door-to-door visits,
"The other two candidates just
didn't put out any effort," he
said. "The incumbent didn't even
file before the deadline. He was a
write-in candidate," Jones said.
The new · mayor said that
though he has had no siginificant
political experience to date, he
felt he could give the townspeople
of Chama "better local government."
"AT FIRST I was going to run

=

9 a.m. or a!ter G M. W. F.

NOTHING: Just a reminder t!Jat the
Thunderbird is out.
FOR SALE
TWO TICKETS For Sale. Opera at UNM
March 16. Excellent seats. $9 for two
Phone 255-0513.
•
PROFESSO~ Rafferty's 1964 Valiant 6
exceDent, high econorny, 25.500 miles ade-:
Quate Ppwer. new 4-ply tires. Con'sumer's choice. Phone 256-3700.
FOR SALE • , • 1957 Triumph TR3 Sparta
Car. $325. Call 256-0161 after 6 P.m.

ASSUME V. A. Loan 4*% on 3 hd 1*
bath,. Mankin home wit!J patio. C~e to
Sandia Base, Los Altos Golf Course B
owner. 298-2049,
• Y

'6~ YELLOW MUSTANG, 3 speed 6 cyliner Powcr.steering, new tires. Very clean

& economicaL Cnll 277-3198 or 242-7534.

LOT in Sandia Heights Subdivision at
TrAamway.. Great invesbnent in fuhlre or
lbuquerque Wonderful view, Paved
streets and underground utilities By
owner. 298-2049.
•
FOR $0.00 :YOU can get your copy of the
Thunderbird at the Union C!Jeck Room
•
Do it today 9 :00-5 :00.
LOST
Bl!<DERS, NOTEBOOKS & BOOKS Lost
Jn Music Building,. Please return· bind ...
ern and notebooks to same place or en11
247-8452. $2.00 reward.
SERVICES
HORSES Boarded-Las Padillas area South
Valle:v-Pient:v o! room to ride. Phone
877-4337.

'

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

LANGEL L 1~5
2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

for a council position but when
I saw that the position of mayor
might not be filled at all, I decided to offer my services to the
town," Jones said.
Jones' wife and his one son are
living in Chama, waiting for
June when jones will return to
Chama to work.
•· "
"The mayor's position in Chama
doesn't pay much," Jones said.
"I'll get $20 a month, token pay
for the monthly meeting, but this
position will help me to meet
other businessmen and later, politicians."

Makeup·of NM Quarterly
Changed in Winter Issue

There's a new look to the New
Mexico Quarterly.
Beginning with the winter, 1968,
issue-which will be off the press
soon-the magazine will zero in
on urgent problems of our times,
in addition to its continuing examination of the life-styles of the
Southwest. The magazine is pubAR~I!3TS I we:re looking for someone with
ab•li~f to cancature and draw humorous);y.
lished by the UNM Press.
Our tdeas or yours. Draw cartoons on
VIOLENCE in contemporary
Your own study time for publication in
is the theme for the first
society
f.uggler.
Cnll
242-5189
or
2563
of the new Quarterly series. The
WE WAN'F to look a_t :vour stories on
winter issue features such writers
fu!Jn:v thm~.. sarcastic things.. amusing
as
novelist William Eastlake, psyth!Jlgs, satiric things. Parodies on anyth•'!&" und~r _:vour skin. Room i57 Jourchiatrist
Judd Marmor, historian
~lism Bu•lding, call 277-4102.
Joseph · Hoskin, critic Morris
PERSONALS
Freedman, novelist Tom Mayer,
G.I. or c;J.O.? I-Y or U-A? Do ;you know
poet Robert Creeley, among
and
:vour r.ghts ? ~n~. for "The Draft Law
others. Most of them, in their
& Your Cho1ces. Draft Infonnation
Box 4038, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
'
writing for the Quarterly deal
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology
with some aspect of violence.
-':nciude stamped envelope. Idlewild Po~
Eastlake, for example, writes
lish~, 543 Frederick, San Francisr.o
California. 94117.
'
of his reportage of the war in
Viet Nam. Hoskin, the historian
PER!!ONALITY POSTERS, Ps:vehedclie;
Sk1 Posters & Buttons. If we don't
of
the 1965 Watts rioting, treats
have them, then you don't need them
of violence in the ghettos. And,
Send for Samplm & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop 4609 E
Colfax, Denver, Colorado sozio.
. Peter Nabokov, a Santa Fe newsman, analyzes last year's outbreak
FOR RENT
of violence in northern New
ROOM FOR Rent. Spacious, quiet comMexico.
fortabl'! room. Ideal for graduate' study.
FUTURE ISSUES of the
Convement to UNM call 255-1268. before

i\\7

Dr. Murdo J. Mcleod

Features Major Problems

HELP WANTED
NATION~LLY know men'e apparel and
furn}abmgs C!Jl'POration looking for fra ..
termt;y and mdependent men to represent and promote quality men's wear at
reasonable prices. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 48201

Leaves UNM Monday

ACappella Choir
Will Tour State
The UNM A Cappella choir,
known as one of the most accomplished and versatile choral ensembles in the area, will leave the
campus on March 11 to begin a
concert tour of New Mexico
schools and communities.
As a part of a program to provide an artistic service to the citizens of the state as well as give
leadership experience to its musicians, the choir will perform at
Alamogordo, Las Cruces, Carlsbad, Hobbs, New Mexico Junior
College, and Roswell.
This year, adding even greater
variety and color to the tour program, the sixteen-member UNM
brass choir is traveling with the
singers. With their conductor, Mr.
James Whitlow, they will perform
as an individual ensemble as well
as in combination with the choir.
Dr. Douglas McEwen, director
of choral activities and conductor
of the A Cappella choir, will return to Albuquerque on March 10
after two days in Phoenix where
he will conduct the 1968 Arizona
All-State Mixed Chorus.

rd,i.
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Scholar in Latin American Affairs
To Be Next Speaker in LectureSeriesDr. Murdo J. McLeod, noted
scholar in Latin American affairs
and history, will be next speaker
in the Latin American Lecture
Series at UNM. Dr. McLeod will
speak Monday, March 18, at 8
p.m. in the Union Theatre.
His talk will be entitled "Writers and Revolution: Bolivian Intellectuals 1934-1952.'' The lecture
is open to the public without
charge and will be given in English.
Dr. McLeod, a Scottish citizen,
was educated at the Univ~rsity of
Glasgow, and the University of
Guatemala, and took his. Ph.D.
and M.A. degrees at the University of Florida. He has had many
honors from various societies and
is a member of the USAID-Pittsburgh technical assistance team in
Quito, Ecuador; he is also assistant director of the School of Inter-American Studies at the Uni-

versity of Florida; and a professor of history at the University
of Pittsburgh.
He has written widely and has
two books now in the press. One is
a study of the economic depression
of the 17th century in Spanish
America, which will be published
by the University of California
Press, and the ·other is "Social
Thought in Bolivia," which will
be published by the University of
Pittsburgh Press.
.-..~-~-·-----~----.

MR. TACO
4516 Lomas NE
has sold over 3 million
Famous Fluffy tacos-most
of them to UNM people
(nice people)

Quarterly will deal with such
topics as peasant ·cultures of the
world; JeWish, Negro, and Spanish-American cultural minorities;
changing patterns in urban archi- Dames Club
tecture and in the social structure
The Kappa Chapter of the UNM
of our cities; popular taste and Dames Club will have a Tupperprofessional criticism in contem- ware house party Thursday,
porary arts and literature.
March 7, at 7:30 p.m. at 110
Special guest editors will be in UtahNE.
charge of each issue. Dr. Joseph
Women attending the univerFrank, professor and chairman of sity, wives of students, and faculthe UNM English department, is ty wives are eligible for memthe winter issue's guest editor.
bership. Refreshments will be
The Quarterly has been pub- furnished at the party,
lished by the UNM Press since
1931. In its new form, it will continue to interpret the three cultures of the Southwest-Indian,
SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
Spanish-American, and Anglo. But
2100 C.ntr•l E., Albuquerque, New Me•lco
Phone 242·00"
it is widening its horizons to spotlight important, current national
Your Te•aco Star Dealer
issues.

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your

hink Green
Money
Man

L.inguist to Speak
On How to Learn,
Select Language

Mario Andrew Pei, internationally acclaimed linguist, educator, and writer, will speak on
"How to Learn Languages and
What Languages to Learn" on
Wednesday, March 26, at 8 p.m.
in the Kiva.
The address will be sponsored
by the UNM department of modern and classical languages and
Dr. Raymond R. MacCurdy, department chairman, invites the
public to the free lecture.
Dr. Pei, son of an Italian
mother and a Chinese father, was
born in Rome and educated in the
United States. He has been on the
faculty of Columbia University
since 1937-but has appeared as
a visiting distinguished lecturer
or teacher at colleges and universities in all parts of the world.
He has also served as consultant
to the U.S. government on several
linguistic projects, and during
World War II he created a series
of courses in English radio lessons which has been adapted by
· the government agencies for use
in Latin America, Europe, Asia,
and Mrica.
Dr. Pei haE written and published 17 books. The two bestknown are probably "The Story
of Language" and "The Story of
English." He has also contributed
articles and features to many
magazines and journals.
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oldwater Predicts U.S. Victory
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Carmichael Controversy
Dead From Lack of Interest

ny NOOJ,EY REINHE.ARDT
The Stokely Carmichael issue
on the UNM campus is dead,
judging from actions of student
government and the New Mexico
State legislature.
IIHIHIIIIIIIIHIIII!IHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIMIIHIIIRIIIIIIIHIIIII!IIIffllllllllllliiiHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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the Doily Double lounge
ond Heritage Room
Abrams, Your Hosts

Beer 25 cents a glass
6614 Central SE- Across from the Fairgrounds- !'l68-7763

Vie

By MELISSA HOWARD
Within ten years the United
States will have won in VietNam
and will no longer have to fight
small wars to halt the spread of
communism,
former
senator
Barry Goldwater told a capacity
crowd in the UNM Concert Hall
last night.
Speaking on "A Look at the
Decade Ahead," the 1964 Republican presidential candidate predicted that the U.S. could achieve
"a land, sea, and air victory and
force Ho Chi Minh to negotiate."
"WE WILL no longer have to
fight these kinds of wars if we
win in VietNam, and if we lose or
pull out we'll have to fight one
the day after we leave," Goldwater said.
The former Arizona senator
said reports from Viet N am indicate that the enemy's morale is
low and the war could be over by
November.
"If we lose or withdraw in Viet
FOLLOWING HIS SPEECH at the Concert Hall
system. He feels the ssytem is antiquated, and said Nam we will no longer be the
last night, ex-presidential candidate Barry Goldhe hopes that the United States someday will be world's leading power," Goldwater
water met students at an International Center. able to sustain a volunteer army instead of resort· said.
reception. Goldwater chatted with the students
ing to the draft. Goldwater also stated that "Nel·
THE UNITED States' dominant
about Stokely Carmichael, presidential elections,
son Rockefeller will not openly seek the Republican world position is responsible for
and Viet Nam. Approximately 100 people attended
nomination unless it is handed to him on a platter the country's affluence, and "we
·the reception. During his speech, "A Look at the
at the convention."
must open up foreign markets for
Decade Ahead," Goldwater commented on the draft
our expanding population if we
are to remain dominant," he continued.
"We must be in on the cutting
up of the pie of the world's undeveloped areas, because if we
By WAYNE CIDDIO
centile, say the top 50 per cent, shakes. Goldwater seemed undis- aren't, the Russians and the Red
Using a college campus as a to prove that they aren't in col- turbed by the scores of unrelated Chinese will be," he said.
The United States is on a dan"hiding place" from the Selective lege just to goof off," Goldwater questions thrown out at him by
gerous
course with a trend tosaid.
the
crowd.
Service System could be remedied,
ward
a
socialist
economy, but the
Thro Arizona senator noted that
in tl!e opinion of former Senator
At one yoint, the senator atop: entire picture can
be changed in
he
"didn't
think
mu~h
of
th<'
Barry Goldwater, if university adped nn!'lwl"ring questions and ex- ten years if Americans
follow the
whole
draft
system
anyway,"
but
ministrators would raise stanchanged comments with n coed on
thought that students should be the latest news from a resort they les~ons of history and have the
dards for remaining in scl!ool.
told that they would not be in both ft·equented during the sum- courage to try new idc:1s, GoldGoldwater ·commented on the danger
water told the audience.
of being drafted if they mer.
present draft system at a special maintained
"INFLATION IS the cruelest
a
high
enough
class
GOLDWATER went on to com- result
reception held in his honor at ranking.
of our fiscal policy," he
the International Center after he
ment on the various presidential said, and
time is here for
GOLDWATER
said
he
was
hopefuls and stat('d flatly, "Nel- austerity, "the
addressed a capacity crowd at the
to
prevent-not
just
well
aware
of
the
furor
that
has
UNM Concert Hall on "A Look at
son Rockefeller will not openly put off-what Europe went
arisen
on
college
campuses
bethe Decade Ahead."
seek the Itepubliean nomination
cause of the recent draft law re- unless it is handed to him on a through 20 years ago and what
GOLDWATER feels that the VISIOn denying deferments to
England is going through now."
draft is antiquated, and voiced a graduate students who had not platter at the convention."
Goldwater recommended drastic
hope that the day would come yet begun their second year of
Goldwater feels that Richard spending cuts. "We must take a
when the United States would be post graduate work, but saw no Nixon has the nomination "sewed long look ahead before we spend,
able to sustain a voluntary army immediate solution to the ine- up." Of third party candidate and put off projects until they can
and not have to resort to con- quities that now exist in granting George Wallace, Goldwater said, no longer be put off."
"If I were LBJ I would put Walscription.
"The mad scramble to centralize
deferments.
lace
on the payroll and after it government will eventually eli"I am opposed to most of the
Goldwater was not able to exdraft laws, but I still feel that pand on his stand on the draft was all over, build a monument minate state, county, and municipal governments," he predicted.
students should have to maintain laws because of a shoving crowd to him in Texas."
Goldwater's primary political
THE FEDERAL government
a class ranking in a specified per- in search of autograpl1s and handgoal at the moment appears to be should turn over funds and power
regaining a senate seat.
to the individual states as they de-

Goldwater Attacks Draft

Dr. Mario Pei

Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio

After Carmichael was invited,
students drew harsh criticism
from the Santa Fe lawmakers and
the general populace of the state.
Carmichael cancelled his appearance, but the underlying
question of freedom of . speech
lingered for some time. Student
governrrwnt officials sought a I'eplacement and the lawmakers said
they would press to have the
UNM Regents reviM their speakers policy.
The students did not find a replacement. And at the end of the
session the New Mexico House
of Representatives removed a
memorial critical of UNM from
the records.
Stnte Rep. Bobby Mayfield (DDona Ana) said he favored the

Regents re-exammmg their policy on speakers. He said he, and
others, wanted the policy revised
to give the Regents the power
to censure any speaker the Associated Students chose to invite.
There has been no public pressure for the Regents to take such
action. With the death of the
board's president, Dr. Thomas
Roberts, it will be a while, if at
all, before that body considers
the speakers policy that was just
recently approved.
.
However, the election of a new
boa1·d president tomot•row could
have some effect on what action
the board will take. If a president is elected who agrees with
the legislature, UNM could have
11 battle to retain its freedom
which is now unchallenged.
Observers say that it is unlikely .that the board would ;everse itself on its speakers pohcy
that has yet to be formally tested.
The Regents would have had to
make a final decision on Carmichael if he had not cancelled.
So until the policy is tested it is
unlikely that any a!!tion will be
talten.

monstrate the ability to solve
their own problems, he recommended. He suggested asking the
federal government to establish a
standard of excellence in seconcl.:<~.~
ary education and give local school
systems ~he authority to "surpass, strive to achieve, or ignore"
those standards.
"To eliminate crime we must
enforce the law; I don't care what
it takes to enforce it," Goldwater said. If this summer sees
more violence in the nation's
cities, the people will listen to any
reasonable proposal to solve the
problems at the root of the un~
rest, he predicted.
"BUT I liOPE and pray that
our leadership will not resort to
violence to solve these problems,"
Goldwater said.
The Arizonan predicted that in
the next ten years the world will
become more "closely oriented"
and that personal contacts will be
needed for mutual understanding,
the key to peace.
"There is no immediate prospect of world peace. The problems of language, cultural, and
racial differences stand in the way,
but when we solve these problems we will be closer to world
peace," he said.
AMERICANS should take the
view that "we owe something to
everybody, whether he cares
about us or not," Goldwater said.
He called on Americans to make
the golden rule their credo, because "we owe everyone kindness,
tolerance and understanding."
The speaker answered about a
dozen questions from the audience,
many of them on the war in Viet
Nam.
",._,
''IF YOU BOMB the docks in
Haiphong you can almost put
your finr~·er on the day the war
will end, because the J,ey is to
get Ho Chi Minh to back out,"
he said.
He suggested dt•opping warning
leaflets over North Viet Nam,
then bombing the dikes on the
Red river to ruin the communists' rice crop and consequently
their economy. "Then Ho Chi
Minh would be willing to negotiate," he said.
Cutting off North Viet Nam's
support of the Viet Cong is not a
guarantee that the South's guerrilla atcion will end, but it would
at least produce a peace, he continued, but a negotiated peace like
the one in Korea is "a perfect
example of the way not to end a
war," Goldwater said.

Procedure Outlined

Hours Proposals
Must Pass AWS

THE UNM INTERNATIONAL Folk-Dance Club llerformed before
television cameras in the Concert llall yesterday afternoon. The
group is slated to participate in the International Festival Sunday
night, as part of a world tour of song and dance' witn-:ssed ~Y Aladdin
and his genie. UNM foreign students from 54 countries Will perform
in the festival from 7 to 9 p.m. The ()rogram taped today will probably
be shown on Albuque:rque television this week. (Photo by Pawley)

By STEVE LaPRADE
Associated Women's Students
president Louise Bazan said last
night that any proposal to extend
women's residence hall hours
must go through her organization.
"Anyone wanting responsible
action on women's hours, must
work through A WS," she said.
MISS BAZAN emphasized that
any hours proposals must bE!""'.
drawn up, given to A WS Council,
and approved by A WS Council,
A WS Executive Board, and the
Dean of Women. No definite proposal is now in front of A WS
Council.
The A WS Council is made up
of representatives of Women's
Residence Hall Council, the sororities, dorms, honoraries, and women at large. The A WS Executive
Board is composed of officers of
the A WS CounciL
The hours questionnaire being
sent out by Women's Residence
Hall Council will not have any
influence on the extension or
(Continued on Page 3)
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~:Graduate Induction
By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
Although
W AS~INGTON Congressional action to revise
the draft law is at best unlikely
some congressional leaders rna;
try to :persuade the administration to lighten the impact of the
removal of graduate deferments
Their efforts center around tw~
proposals:
~IIIUIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIKIII811111niiiHIIIIIDIIIHII1111111111111DIIIIMIIIIft11181MIIIRIDI111mllm
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1. Make 19-year-olds not in college the prime age group to be
drafted. Under such a plan, college graduates would be considered the same as 19-year-olds for
one year after graduation and
would be drafted along with the
others according to their month
and day of birth.
THIS WOULD radically de~rease the number of college
graduates to be drafted, since
they would make up less than
half of such a :pool. Under the
present policy of drafting the
oldest first, almost all college
graduates will be drafted.
2. Allow a graduate student
once he is drafted, to complet~
his year in school. •
The House special subcommittee on education is considering
calling in Secretary of Defense
Clark Clifford to discuss these
proposals. Clifford has the power
to change to' the 19-year-old plan.
And Selective Service Director
Lewis Hershey, although he does
not like the idea, told the subcommitte Friday, "I won't say that
as an operator I can't do it.'' Most
educators favor the 19-year-old
plan.
The subcommittee may also
ask the House Armed Services
Committee to look at the deferment problem. They may get a
sympathetic hearing, since Armed Service Chairman L. Mendel
Ri~ers (D-S. 0.) has already
wrttten to Hershey advocating
both proposals to lighten the impact of the new ruling.
EDUCATION Chairman Edith
Green (D-Ore.), who has discussed the problem with Rivers to
make sure her subcommittee does
not step into his jurisdiction, says
he is sympathetic. Mrs. Green's
subcommittee became involved in
the question when they began
considering several programs of
federal loans and scholarships for
graduate students.
The possibility of letting graduate students, once they are draft~
ed, finish out their year in school
will be discussed by Hershey and
representatives of twelve education associations March 11. They
will also discuss other aspects of
the new ruling, including the
eligibility of graduate teaching
assistants for occupational deferment as teachers, since they
can no longer be deferred as stu-

dents. Hershey hinted at the Friday subcommittee meeting th11t
such deferments are. possible.
AT THAT Friday meeting the
subcommittee listened for five
hours to testimony from Hershey,
Yale University President Gingman Brewster and University of
Wisconsin President Fred Harrington. But the witness who had
the greatest impact was :probably
Mrs. Betty Vetter, executive director of the private Scientific .
Manpower Commission.
·
She told the subcommittee that
"it seems quite possible that we
may find ourselves at a severe
disadvantage in our efforts to prevent the spread of communism a
few years :from now" if there
are no draft deferments for those
learning scientific skills. That
argument is likely to have a lot
of impact, especially with conservative congressmen.
· Mrs. Vetter also :presented
some statistics on the impact of •
the loss of deferments on graduate students and those with occupational deferments.
SHE SAID about half of those
with occupational deferments are
on lists of essential· skills which
were abolished along with graduate deferments. These men are
subject to reclassification and induction unless their draft boards
determine that they fill "an essential community need." Mrs.
Vetter predicted that most of
them would be drafted.~
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Poetry Reading
Jack Thibeau will read selections from his poetry and prose at
the Yale St. Grasshopper tonight
at 8. Admission is 50 cents.

Patronize
Stanford and Syracuse U. to Probe
Future Educational Needs, Resources Lobo Advertizers

o.t the Gofrte

·I; •

$AVE'M~N£~
1. · rutllr. ·

But Hershey said he though that the 89,000 eligible first-year
that was an overstatement. He graduate students and 163,000
said the critical lists were only college seniors will be taken.
"evidence" in granting deferSince the average age of drafments. "Boards give occupational tees is presently 2.0 years and
deferments to people who are four months and almost all of
doing things," he said. "I don't these men are above that age,
think the number will drop much Mrs. Vetter say almost all of
and it may even increase."
. them will be drafted after June.
IN ANY CASE, according to
Mrs. Vetter, most of those with
occupational deferments will have
been drafted by June, when college seniors and graduate students start becoming eligible for
the draft.
She said those with do.ctorates
will be drafted first, because they
are generally older than those
with master's degrees. These two
groups contain about 30,000 men,
most of whom will probably go in
McDONALo•s
the June or July draft call.
(April's was 48,000 men.) After

· 0 ..,
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Art
Centet Discovnt
St()te•lJ'24 E. Ce!Jtral

McDonald'S

.. YOUR KIND OF PLACE!''
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL Folk-Dance Club performed before
Peter Davis of Santa Fe following Popejoy's being presented with the
Aquinas Newman Citation at the Newman Center yesterday. The
award was presented to Popejoy "in recognition of his years of ser·
vice to the University community" by Father Robert Goedert, New·
man Center director, during a traditional March 7 mass commemorat·
ing Saint Thomas Aquinas presided over by Archbishop Davis, (Photo
by Pawley)
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PARTIESG'IVE US A CALL TO HAVE A BALL

LOMAS at SAN PEDRO

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies

Engineers from a six-state region wiU meet in Albuquerque
March 29 for a symposium on experimental methods in engineering sponsored by the Rocky
Mountain District of the American Society for Testing and Materials and the Albuquerque

MENAUL at SAN PEDRO

Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" live cast

5324 4th St. N.W.
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Hours Proposals
Must Pass AWS
(Continued from page 1)

a spot
you:

If you're
, • interested
. in a career in California,
were mterested in you. Bank of America has
a continuing need for young men with
ambition and executive potential to help in the
development of new markets and new banking
services. No matter what your degree or major
field of study, we may have challenges to match

~ :

your skills. As the world's largest bank, we
serve every aspect of business, industry, and
agriculture in the nation's largest, most dynamic
state. And since Bank of America is not only

ast ate-wx'de b.~k~it's world-wide, too-you'll
find opportumttes m the field of international
finance as well. Why not learn more about
what a career with the world's largest bank
offer you. Write to the College Relations
Offi
B k f
cer; a.n o America, One South Van Ness,
San Franctsco 94120, or 111 West Seventh
Los Angeles 90014. And make an appointt~ent
to see our recruitment officer when he's he·re.
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A Ban k· of America recruitment officer will be at your pia
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cemen omce March 14 and 15
An Equal Oppol'funity Employer

WASHINGTON (CPS) - Research centers at Stanford and
Syracuse Universities have been
selected by the federal government to do a continuing study of
future educational needs and resources.
The two centers will gather information from educati()n plan. ners across the country, accord. ing to the U.S. office of education,
in an effort to determine what education may be like in the years
1980, 1990, and 2000.
The office of education said the
centers would look at four major
questions: What demands will society m11ke on schools in the future and how might the schools
begin preparing to meet them
now? What might curriculum objectives be in the future and what
are their implications for schools
today? What resources will be

available to schools in the future
and how might this affect. their
planning today? What technologies will be available to schools
in the future and what are their
implications for schools today 'I
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MR. TACO
4516 lomas NE

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your Think Green
f~ Mooey
Man

has sold over 3 million
Famous Fluffy tacJ>S-most
of them to UNM people
(nice people)

UN

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM· 8 PM
Counselor Always on· Duty
.
247-0836
2106 Central &.E.
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Engineers Meet March 29
For Methods Symposium

3 LOCATIONS

3244 San Mateo NE

Hershey Cuts Down
NSA Draft Stand
WASHINGTON (CPS)Selective Service ·Director Lewis
Hershey said Friday he objects
to the National Student Association urging all students to appeal
draft reclassifications.
Asked to comment on the proposals made last Thursday by
NSA President Ed Schwartz,
Hershey told a Congressional sub._, committee, "I wouldn't have any
qualms about anyone entitled to
an appp,al taking that a})peal, but.
I wouldn't support people putting
their feet in the aisles just to
trip people up who are going
about their business."
But Hershey doubted NSA's recommendation would have much
impact. "I have a lot of faith in
some of our registrants who arP.
not in the higher councils of that
organization," he said.
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branch of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.
Three men irom Sandia Corp.,
a UNM professor, and a research
official with the Portland Cement
Assn. wiU be the featured speakers.
D. W. Ballard, supervisor of
the manufacturing and research
division at Sandia, will discuss
"Infrared, a Dynamic N ondestructive Test Method.'' R. I. Butler
will give a talk on "Use of Quartz
Gauges in the Measurement of
Shock Pressures in Solids." He is
a project leader in Sandia's systems shock test division.
H. D. Arlowe, a project leader
in Sandia's instrumentation division, will speak on "Specialized
Signal Conditioning: Problems
and Solutions." Dr. R. C. Dove's
topic will be "Transducers for
Measuring
Acceler11tion
and
Transient Pressures." Dr. Dove is
professor and chairman of the department of mechanical engineering atUNM.
The manager of the Portland
Cement Assn.'s applied research
section, Paul Klieger, will speak
on "Nondestructive Testing Techniques for Concrete.''
V. E. Arnold, chairman of the
ASTM Rocky Mountain District
Council, and Dr. C. L. Hulsbos,
professor and chairman of civil
engineering at UNM, are to be
presiding officers for the symposium.
The program will be open to
UNM students at no charge.

abolishment of hours unless a
proposal is drawn up and the correct procedure followed.
A WS IS responsible not only
for any extension of women's
hours, but also for handling any
problems arising from extended
hours, such as more desk help.
Miss Bazan said later women's
hours is not a movement that has
sprung up just recently. For some
time there "seems to have been
some kind of murmuring on women's hours, but little concrete
action taken.''
The A WS president then outlined the steps necessary for anyone wishing to submit a proposal
to AWS Council for the changing
of women's hours. The proposal
may be presented: (a) by the person interested, to the entire AWS
Council at its 3:30 p.m. Wednesday meetings (b) by the person
interested to a Council member
who will give the proposal to the
entire AWS Council.
ANY PROPOSAL should be
typewritten. Several copies should
be made for AWS Council members since the AWS Resident
keeps the original copy of the
proposal.
Any proposal should contain:
(1) the exact change of hours
desired, (2) the days of the week
this change would be in effect,
(3) justification for the extension,
(4) the effects the author feels
the extension would have on the
women students.
.
Anyone interested, including
A WS Council members, can turn
in a proposal to AWS Council.

-

AFROTC Selects
UNM Commander
Bill Rathgeber, 6209 Alta
Monte NE, has been named new
commander for the Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps at
UNM.
Others appointed to the AFROTC staff, all of Albuquerque,
are Vince Hrenak, 1605 Kentucky NE, operations; Jack Jackson, 87.03 Los Arboles NE, information; Bill Luther, 2620 Morrow Rd NE, deputy commander;
Carl Wiggins, 2607 Haines Ave.
NE, training; and Joe :S:ereford,
78.0.0 Pickard Ave. NE, personnel.
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famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch u:30·2:3o dinner 5!3o-g:3o

413 Romero St. N.W. ~blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
~4~-4986
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GENERAL ADMISSION - By Subscription or
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Burton's Illogic
A letter to the editor pointing out some alleged flaws in
'<-·yesterday's editorial on The Juggler appears elsewhere on
this page. The letter, curiously enough, is written by Juggler
editor Rob Burton, who, in his inimitable way, rushes to
point out our biased logic.
Burton's basic complaint seems to be that The Lobo, whose
allocation from activity-fee money is $26,000 this year, has
no right to criticize his humor magazine for taking a paltry
$3000, particularly when we are requesting an increase of
nearly $10,000 next year. In fact, he accuses us of wanting
to see his proposed $3350 allocation torpedoed just so that
our $35,776 request for next year will have a better chance
of appro;val.
He is probably right. But The Lobo's request for a $10,000
increase is based on five issues a week, a 25 per cent increase
in this year's production, and we-admittedly prejudicedbelieve that the increase can be justified.
But whatever· the merits or faults of our first editorial
might or might not have been, the flaws in Burton's warped
logic seem readily apparent.
The main fault is this: for $26,000, the Associated Students have brought the student body of UNM "the world's
cheapest daily-newspaper subscription," as Publications
Board member Tony Hillerman calls it. Each student pays
2.4 cents of his activity fee for a copy of The Lobo.
But even with a $3000 subsidy from student government,
this year's Juggler still costs activity-fee-paying students 15
cents a copy. So while The Lobo indeed, in Burton's words,
"sucks hard at the same tit from which The Juggler only
sipped," we fail to see much difference between our hard
suck and his two sips, one of activitiy-fee milk and another
of individual buyers' money.
Another point Burton conveniently avoids is that The
. . Juggler was originally conceived by himself as an independent publication. The Lobos made no such brash claims.
Perhaps now that Mr. Burton has been in effect asked to put
up, he refuses to shut up so tJ;lat he can mask his concern
over perhaps having been a little hasty in his original plans.
Indeed, The Lobo can see the time coming when it will be
able to operate independently of student activity fees on a
subscription basis. But we haven't said we're ready yet,
whereas Burton said he would be independent by last fall.
When we say we're ready, we won't be making empty claims.
Burton also failed to do his homework when he cited The
Lobo as "the fattest little piglet in the ASUNM litter."
Actually, we're the second-fattest; The Mirage tops The Lobo
by a hefty $10,000 this year. Incidentally, we support taking
The Mirage off subsidy and placing it on a subscription basis
because it's almost ready, if not now then no later than next
year. This plan has been talked about for years and is almost
ready to be initiated.
Mter The Mirage has been taken off subsidy and begins
operating successfully on its own, perhaps the one man who
now manages the finances of all UNM's student publications
will have the time to figure out how The Lobo can go independent. And contrary to Burton's implication, it will be just
a little bit harder to do that with The Lo.bo, which anticipates
a total budget of more than $71,000 next year, than with
The Juggler, which is one-twentieth that big an operation.
And even though The Lobo took a $26,000 pull at the activity-fee tit this year, it is still subsidized for less than half
its total budget, a claim The Juggler would look pretty silly
making.
If the illogic of Burton's arguments is not clear by now1
we urger our readers to lobby with their Student Senators
to have the magazine's subsidy put back into the budget next
'·year, thereby casting their votes :for another four doses of
humor conceived in the same irrational vein.
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Bema
By DOUG BROWNING
As should be obvious by now,
L.B.J.'s plan to control "crime in
the streets" is nothing more than
a euphemism for "Let's crack
down on the niggers."
It's difficult to imagine the
President trying to capture the
many white backlash votes expected to go to George Wallace,
but he couldn't have found a better way to encourage the racists.
Indeed, as D. J. R. Bruckner
has noted, "this year has all the
promise of becoming the Year of
the Yahoo in race relations."
Bruckner, head of the Los Angeles Times' Chicago bureau, covered the Detroit riots last summer.
Yahoos, from "Gulliver's Travels," were a race of brutish, degraded creatures. The average
person is probably more familiar
with the term redneck.
Somehow the simplistic notion
has evolved that a stepped-up police force, with the National
Guard in ready reserve, will pre-

The Juggler Fires Back
Dear Editor:
The peculiar Noland philosophy
revealed in the latest editorial on
The Juggler ignores the fact that
The Lobo sucks hard at the same
tit from which The Juggler only
sipped.
To spaciously pontificate about
the relation of quality to sales
without explication (or even
understanding) of the problems
of financing a magazine is either
purposely superficial or naive.
Its mouth still wet with $25,000
worth of activity fee milk, The
Lobo and its editor take on all
the aspects of the fattest little
piglet in the ASUNM's litter,
anxious to save the old sow's milk
only so that The Lobo's $10,000
budget increase might have a better chance of approval.
Hustay Sespas Iresat (pig latin).
Rob Burton

Resistance
Dear Editor:
Last Wednesday there was a
meeting of the Resistance in the
Union. The people discussed the
option of fleeing to Canada to
avoid the draft. Although I believe that everyone should be allowed to make his own decisions
about his future, I want him to
know the arguments on both sides
of the question.
I want to explain why I would
not flee to Canada. Perhaps I am
patriotic; I love my country (this
does not include the government).
It is my country and I am concerned about its future.
Phrases like "free country" and
"democracy" and "land of opportunity" are at present overworked and incorrectly applied to the
present society in the U.S. They
are part of the "American dream"
which has faded for many people.
,
I am by nature optimistic and
I believe that such an ideal society can be built in the country,
but only if we. all-black, brown,
and white-work toward it by
opposing and destroying the presey~t evils.

Ht=Re!

Clean Your Gun:
Summer Is Coming,

vent the inevitable long, hot summer of 1968.
Thus, Mayor Dick Daley of
Chicago promises to beef up his
police force and Miami arms its
policemen with dogs and shotguns. LBJ himself jumps on
the "Support Your Local Police"
bandwagon (or maybe it's paddywagon?).
Guns are selling more strongly
than ever.

* * *

White America is prepared to
cope with "those pushy niggers."
The obvious fallacy behind this
armada is that it's aimed at the
effect of the rioting, not the
cause.
Could it be that the money
spent beefing up police forces
would be spent better to improve
recreation and educational facilities, to clean up slums, to create
new jobs?
The danger from the riots in
the cities will not surpass by
much the danger from encouraging the police to take whatever
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Dear Editor:
The current topic in The Lobo
is draft-evasion. Is the other side
allowed equal time?
I do not try to justify the Viet
Nam war; in one word it is disgraceful, but I am not a pacifist
dove. I am sickened at each mention of civilian deaths among all
Vietnamese. Each r e p o r t of
mounting American deaths causes
me to cringe. My loved ones are
in battle, my friends are in battle; I have wept bitterly as I have
watched my ex-classmates being
lowered into that cold earth, but
draft-evasion, not me!
The current way in which
America's cowards get away from
bearing arms is to flee to Canada.
Fair-weather friends we do not
need, but I certainly pity our
northern neighbor. She is assuming an enormous burden by supporting these cowards. What is to
happen to Canada when she has
to order her people to bear arms?
That America is faced with a
threat is no reason we should desert her. If one feels that the war
is insane, suppose he help us get
someone into office who can better
handle our affairs. America needs
its people, but only those people
who are willing to take the bad
with the good. The preMnt inabil~
ity of some of our people to cope
lllllllniiiH!IIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH!IHI/IIIIIIIHIIftllmii/111/RIIIIfiiiiiiiHIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIII/1

Lobo Goof
A typographical error was
made in yesterday's Bema by
Bill Coleman. The last line
should read "Pray for rain and
fresh crops."
Jlllllllllllllllllllnmllllllllftllllllllllllftiiiiiiiiiiiii!IIIIIIRIIIIIIIIHIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIHII

Adult education and Britain's
2ocial revolution will be discussed
by Briti~h educator Mrs. Estelle
Serpel), who will be at UNM
March 15 and 18.
Her schedule will consist of a
UNM honor's seminar, 3:00-5 :00
p.m. on March 15, and an education class, 1:30-2:30 p.m. YWCA
teenagers group, 4:00-5:00 p.m.

steps they deem necessary to
stop the violence.
'

* * *I

James Bond will >not be the
only one with a license to kill.
Studies by nonpartisan panels
after the Newark and Detroit
riots concluded that in numerous
incidents, police and National
Guardsmen bad a marked tendency to be trigger-happy and to
use more force than necessary.
When personal liberties are
suspended and cops and troops
start firing indiscriminately, you
could be the one who winds up as
a victim of "crime in the streets."
People have been sitting on
their hands so long that little
can be accomplished between now
and summer, but if you somewhere harbor the hope that it'll
be short and cool, hang it up.
It'll not only be long and hot,
it'll be damned bloody as well,
and much of the blame will lie
on the obvious Yahoos, like
George Wallace, and the less obvious ones-like Lyndon Johnson.

EDITOR

Specifically, I am very much
concerned today about the system of slavery called the draft. It
must be abolished for this country
to approach its dream. I cannot
do it alone; we must have a movement of people in the country to
do it. This movement is the Resistance.
Jeffrey Smedberg

British Educator to Speak . on Campus

with an emotional situation is
comparable to the married couple
who have not the time to see that
everyone has problems and the
solution is a united front with determination.
Gerry Greeman

Calling U
FRIDAY
Bureau of Indian Aflail'l!: Union 253: 8
a ..m ..

State High School Baoketball Championships i University Arena ; 0 :30 a.m.
Jefferson Jr. High Sel>ool Luncheon:
Union S. Ballroom : 11 :30 a.m.
Dn.hn•J : Union 231D : noon
Lobo Christian Fcllowshlp-UNM Faculty: Union 231C: 12:15 p.m.
Latin-American Dcsk: Union 231 A-B:
12:30 p.m.
WAC Swimming Champlonohlps : Johnson Gymnll!liUm: 1 :30, 8 p.m.
State High School Baokctball Championships : University Arena ~ 2i 7 p.m.
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy Colloquium: Steven Mueman, 11 Solar Granula ..
tion & Supergranulation" : Physics &
Astronomy Bldg.: room 184: 3 :30 p.m.
Graduate Student Council: Union 250AB: 8:30p.m.
Burcnu of Indian Afl'aln1 Conference:
Union Theater, Council Room, 231 AOC,
250 B-E: 8 a.m.
N.M. High State High S.hool BMketball
championships; Johnson Gym and Univeraity Arena; 9 :30 a.m.
Residence Halls Council Dance; Union
Ballroom ; 8 p.m.
UNM Dance Workohop Production; Fine
Arts Recital Hall; 8 :15 p,m,
SATURDAY
AWS High School Senior Day; UNM
campus ; aU day
UNM Regent.!; Union Council Room;
9:30a.m.
State High School BMketball Champion·
ships : Univel'lllt:v Arena; 9 :30 a.m.
WAC Swimming Championship: Johneon Gymnasium; 1 :30, 8 p.m.
State High School Baaketball Championehips: University Arena; 2. 7 p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "55 Days at Peking"; Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
American Theatre Production ptcscnts
Racine's HPhncdrn."; Concert Hall; 8 :16
p.m.
UNM Dance Workohop Production :
Fine Arts Rccitol Hnll; S :15 p.m.
SUNDAY
Sunday Fibn Fnrc: "65 Days nt p.,.
king'': Union Theater ; G, 8 'p.m.
Alphn Tnu Omegn plcdgcs : Union 253:
7 p.m.
Alphn Tau Omega: Union Council
Room : 7 :80 p.m.
SDS Panel Diocussion on Marxism; Union 231 D-E; 7 :30 p.m.
International Club Variety Show; Concert Hall : B p.m.
UNM nnnce Workshop Production; Fine
Arlit Reel tal Hall; 8 :16 l,l.m.

'

U. English Department to Sponsor
Reading By New Mexican Author

Toasty
Bun
Two Hamburger
Patties
Two Slices
Of Cheese

and then worked as a technical
writer for Sandia Corporation for
two years.

45¢

Henry•s
Double
Cheeseburger

MICHELSON
LABORATORIES
..
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA 93SS5

••

.a place where your career
opportunities will grow

IF YOUR NEEDS FIT OUR NEEDS
LET'S MEET ON CAMPUS

r

March II & 12
TECHNICAL
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GENERAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICS

Our interests are broad- perhaps your
major is in an allied field - Let's talk it over.
Michelson Laboratories, Naval Weapons Center, is 150 mil~ north~~t.of
Los Angeles where there are excellent year around recreational fac1hbes
in nearby areas. Here you will have the opportunity of working .with the
nation's leading scientists and engineers. Our training programs will match ·
your talents and intere~ts, and you will h~ve the ~enefit_ of e!'J:ending yo"!lr
education through spectal arrangements With leadmg universtties. You will
enjoy liberal vacation, sick leave and retirement programs.
Summer employment oppor-tunities for faculty;
graduate and unde1·graduate students.

When
the cat;npus is
dead,
And there
just
ain't life.
Come feast
at
Bob'sln
the coffee
shop
or
under the
lights ...

IF INTERVIEW IS INCONVENIENT, WRITE TO:
Head, Employment Division, Code 652

MICHELSON LABORATORIES
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA 'LAKE, CALIFORNIA 93556

An equal opportunity employer I U.S. Citizenship required
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Keith Wilson

Listen to KUNM

and outside the university. This
involves the response to scientific
interest and to technological demands and is paralleled by a new
approach ot the teaching of humanities.
Mrs. Serpell has taught several
years in private and state schools.
Her career has been mainly in the
field of adult education.

Hungry As A
Tiger
With
Two Heads?
Try

HAROLD LLOYD'S "Funny Side of Life" will be shown tonight at
7 p.m. at the UNM Concert HalL The collection of Roaring Twenties
silent films includes "The Freshman," "Why Worry," "Girl Shy," "For
Heaven's Sake," "Speedy," and "The Kid Brother." Admission to the
showing is $1.50 general admission, $1 students, or by subscription to
the Performing Arts Film Series.

The UNM English department
will sponsor a poetry reading by
Keith Wilson, March 15 at 8 p.m.
in the Kiva.
Wilson, born in Clovis, New
Mexico, is the author of four
books and has had poems published in Canada, Japan, Mexico,
Chile and the United States.
He grew up in New Mexico and
the Southwest-punching cows,
digging ditches and working on
farms and ranches. His father
was an engineer.
In 1945 Wilson received an appointment to the United States
Military Academy and graduated
from there in 1950. He spent the
next four years overseas, mainly
in Korea., where he earned five
battle stars •
He received a Master's degree
in literature from UNM in 1956

and a YWCA &dult group, 7:009 :00 p.m. on March 18. ·
Individual topics will include
new developments in the English
theatre, This concerns the revolt
against hyi)ocrisy and the consequent challenge of "accepted
views."
· She will also discuss experiments in adult education inside

1916 Central SE
(Across fro"' Campus)

L 1.
Pa~ee6

Nelson Gets All-WAC Honon
Ron

Nelson added another
prize to his growing eo11ection of
post-season honora yesterday
when be was named to the Western Athletic Conference AU-Conference basketball team by the
six league coaches.
Nelson has already been invited to participate in the NCAA
Olympic basketball trials at
University Arena in April and
ha'S received an honorable-mention position on the Look Magazine All-America team.
COACH BOB KING. whose Lo-

***

bos were supposed to be the con•
ference doormat this season, was
a unanimous selection for WAC
Coach of the Year. Earlier in the
week, King finished sixth in the
country in polling for top college
coaches.
King this season guided the Lobos to the league championship
and a 23-3 season record, "King's
basketball teams have won 116
games since be came to UNM six
years ago.
Ron Sanford and Greg
"Stretch" Howard, the two Lobo
big men, were both named to the
WAC second team.
OTHER PLAYERS named to
the All-Conference squad were
Utah's Merv Jackson, Harry Hall
of Wyoming, and Jim Eakins of
Brigham Young. Bill Davis of

Arizona and Carl Ashley of Wyoming tied for fifth place in the
voting.
Jackson and Nelson finished
one-two in the league scoring
:race this season. Jackson set the
pace with a 23.7-point average
and Nelson followed with 20.3.
Nelson won the free-throw shooting title for all conference games
this season.
Joining Sanford and Howard
on the second team were Kari Liimo of Brigham Young, Jeff Ockel
of Utah, and sophomore sensation
Seabern Hill of Arizona State.
New Mexico won the WAC title
decisively this season posting an
8-2 :record in conference play. The
Lobos' nearest competitors were
Wyoming and Utah with identical
5-5 records.
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Egg-Eating Record

Curley Culp
An opponent's view of the
wrestling ability of Curley Culp,
NCAA heavyweight champion
.
from Arizona State: "C ur1ey. 1s
extremely strong at 6-l and 265
pounds," analyzes Utah's Frank
Holtry who lost a 25-5 decision
to the ' Sun Devil ace. "He combines this strength with about
three good moves to make him almost unbeatable.''

Lobos Select: All- Opponents

They call it sport? A:rizona U.'a
newest craze is trying to break
the egg-eating record of Paul
Newman in "Cool Hand Luke."
Newman allegedly devoured 50
eggs in one hou:r. Latest to make
a run at Newman's record was
Dave :Bennett, a slender e~-track
man who gulped 48 eggs m .one
hour. Oh, yes, one other thmg.
Bennett doesn't like eggs.

Ciddio's Corner
By WAYNE C/DDfO
Lobo Sports Editor

After the New Mexico Lobos
eithe:r win or drop out of the
NCAA playoff~>, many UNM students and city Lobo fans will take
the unfo:rtunate attitude that
athletics are over at UNM for
another year.
.
Granted, baseball and football
(once upon a time) are the favorite spectator &ports at any rnajoT university, but UNM boasts
a fine spring sports program that
should not slip by unnoticed.
THE LOBO track team will
once again be a top contende:r for
the Western Athletic Conference
title and could bring the league
crown to UNM for the fifth consecutive year. Anyone attending
the WAC Indoor Invitational at
Tingley Coliseum last month can
vouch for the fact that New Mexico's track team will provide
plenty of excitement for spo:rts
fnns this sp:ring.
On the baseball diamond, the
Lobos have already picked up two
victories on the road against a
tough University of Texas-El
Paso squad and will meet archrival New Mexico State at La~>
Cruces this weekend.
THE BASEBALLERS have
more games scheduled this season
than any previous year and have
the pe:rsonnel to boost New Mexico high in the league standings in
yet another sport.
Nine freshmen and four sophomores are forcing the veterans
to fight for their lives on · the
golf team this yea:r and coach
Dick McGuire thinks his linksters
might su:rprise a lot of people in
the conference and in the NCAA
tournament at the end of the
seastm.
UNM's tennis team posted a
fine 18-5 record last year and
finished fourth in the conference
tournament played in Albuquerque. The tennis team lost Jeff
Quinn to graduation but junioT
Tony Bull and senior Ted Russell
promise to keep Joe Ferguson's
~obos near the top of the league
standings.
AND DON'T forget that there
are some minor sports in progress
right now. The Lobo swimming
team is battling :foT a place in
the sun in the WAC championships at Johnson Gym pool. The
meet; began yesterda;y> and continues through Saturday with sessioml scheduled !or 1 and 8 p.m.
today and tomorrow.
The wrestlers are in P r o v o
this weekend for the conference
tournament and Rust)~' Mitchell's
gymnastics team is walking all

Lobo Baseballers to Clash
With State This Weekend

Ron Nelson

Gymnasttcs Judges

To Attend U. Clinic

Greg Howard

Hopeful girls' gymnastics judges from New Mexico will be in Albuquerque March 8-9 for the
Gymnastics Judging Clinic at
UNM.
The clinic will be conducted by
Mrs. Betty Benison of the UNM
physical education department.
Registration for the clinic will
be at 6:30 p.m. Friday, followed
by a written examination over
Division Girls and Women's
Sports gymnastica rules at 7 .p.m.
and a demonstration by Grahan
Bartlett and gymnastics teams
:from the Heights Branch YMCA
and UNM at 8:30p.m.
The clinic will end Saturday
with a film and judges ratings for
gids' gymnastics at 8 a.m.

Saturday, three Lobo pitchers
teamed up to give New Mexico
a 5-0 shutout of the Miners.
Sophomore Ron Sims started on
the mound for the Lobos and went
seven innings before being releived by Tom Sexton and Chuey
Armendariz.
First baseman Smoke)~' McLaughlin picked up two base l1its,
three RBI's, and scored one run
in the Saturday game.
LEIGH expects a tough battle
with the Aggies this weekend.
The University of Albuquerque
beat State twice last weekend,
but says Leigh, "The Aggies are
always loose as a goose down
there.''
Sims will start today's game
for the Lobos and Bob McCauley
and Ralph Sallee are expected to
handle the pitching chores in Saturday's twin bill.
Leigh's starting lineup for this
'Weilkend is trenterfield, Dick Baldizan; right field, Craig Guest;
left field, Steve Barnhill; t.h i r d
base, Greg With; first base, Smokey McLaughlin; seeond base, Jim
Palmer; shortstop, Bob Aguirre;
and catcher Travis Hair.

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in the Triangle lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

•

Let the truth about Bounty be knownHow the first seeds of mutiny were sown.
Wluzt made the crew mad
- - - Was the Schlitz that Bligh IUJd ...
The Schlitz that he kept for his own.
\
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Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

· SPORTS NOTES

Lobo assistant coach Norm Ellenberger graduated from Butler
over anyone that gets in the way University in Illinois in 1955.
this season. The .gymnasts are Ellenberger was named to the
undefeated ·in seven outings this All-Indiana Conference teams in
year and it looks as though they basketball, football, and baseball
might add another conference and played on the Indiana Coltitle to UNM's growing collection · lege All-Stars that met the Kenof gold. The gymnasts are in Fort tucky All-Stars in 1955.
Collins tonight for a meet with
Colorado State University,
Wyoming in NIT
With everybody's eye on the
Wyoming was named this week
NCAA Ma:rch 15-16 and confer- as the Western Athletic Conference titles being decided every- ence rep:resentative to the Nawhere, s-po:rts are by no means tional Inivtational Tournament in
over at UNM. It seems like they New York City. Jack Gardner's
a:re just getting into full swing.
Utah Redskins were passed over,
but rumo:r has it that Gardner has
:received an invitation to participate in the Tantrum Bowl.

Other players selected by the
Lobos were Merv Jackson of
Utah, Bill Davis of· Arizona, and
Jim Eakins of BYU. The second
team selections were Marty Lythgoe and Kari Liimo of BYU, Roland Stamps <If Arizona, Sebeam
Hill of Arizona State University,
and Walt Simon of Utah.
WYOMING will meet Villanova
in their first game in the National
Invitational (NIT) Toumamellt
in New Yo1•k City March 15. Wyoming 1lnished in a tie for second
in the conference with Utah with
a 5-5 mark, but earned the NIT
bid over the Redskins.
Among the all-opponent selections, Jackson won the league
scoring title with a 23.7 point per

game average, Eakins finished
sixth in the scoring race at 18.6
and Davis finished seventh at
18.4.
Eakins was the league leading
rebounde:r with 121 total and a
12.1 per game average.
All-opponent teams are chosen
by eve:ry member of the conference at the conclusion of the
season and a:re based on performance in league games only,

Stydents Ill
Downtown for o ohcwr
ar shopping? Eo! Qt .

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626

SPORTS NOTES

Bad Year
Ned Wulk, basketball coach at
Arizona State, was sitting on the
bench in the ASU-Wyoming game
at La:ramie when st:ruck by a cup
f:rom behind. Wulk grabbed the
cup and tossed it back into the
crowd. "With 8,000 fans there,
who do you think I hit?" Wulk
asks. "Our own bus driver. That's
the kind of a yea:r we had.".

WAC Statistics
Lone WAC player to rank in
all four statistical categories
(scoring, field goal, and freethrow shooting, rebounding) this
season was Stan Dodds, Wyoming sophomore forward. Dodds
was 12th in scoring with a 13.8
average, seventh in field-goal
shooting with a .524 ;percentage,
ninth in free-throw shooting with
a •750 percentage, and tied fo:r
ninth in :rebounding with a 7.9
average.

Once-A-Year Sale Starts Monday!

Used Tuxedos
and Dinner Jackets
Shirts and Accessories
Limited Sizes

3308
Central E.
Tel. "288-4180
Opett FrN•y 'hdlllt•

Good Shot
"My favorite shot," says BYU
center Jim Eakins, "is the one
that goes in."

•

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES

Alumni Memoridl
Chapel, H:OO a.m.
Sponsored by the
lutheran Association
of America

SOUTHWEST
ElECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAI!t
210 THIRD NW
247·8219
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because you care
about your dothing!
·DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

Ron Sanford

The New Mexico Lobo basketball team selected two Wyoming
players, Harry Hall and Carl
Ashley, to their all-opponent
Western Athletic Conference
team.

Norm Ellenberger

2-1 Record

Coach Bob Leigh's Lobo baseball team will take a 2-1 record
into this weekend's action with
tbe New Mexico State Aggies at
Las Cruces. The Lohos will play a
single game today and a doubleheader Saturday.
New Mexico opened its season
last weekend with a three game
series with the University of Texas-El Paso Miners and came out
on top in two games.
UTEP TOOK the first game of
the Friday doubleheader 3-1, but
the Lobos came back in the nightca-p to win 4-8 behind the six hit
pitching of Ralph Sallee. Leftfielder Craig Guest pushed across
the winning run in the second
game on a squeeze bunt that scored Glen Schawel from third. The
winning run came in the fifth
inning.
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call243-5671 today!
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U-Cue Billiards
16 Tables
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LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One•Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

, •• Ext. 6 •.. Today for Credit Application

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING

This card costs $5, It could save you $50 or more any
time you want to cut out: to go skiing, or holtle for vacation,
or to an out-of-town game, or to a houseparty in Denver.
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification card.
And it entitles you to four great cut-out privileges: (1) to
fly Frontier for 40% less than full fare; (2) to have a
confirmed reservation on any Frontier Flight, any day;
(3) to take as many of these low-cost flights as you
have time for in the next six months; and (4) to enjoy tl1e
Youth Fare privileges of most other major airlines .
Only one requirement: You've got to be at least 12
years old (no sweat) and not over 21 (Sorry, graduate
students, use our Standby Fare.) Take proof of your age
to Tom Joule, your Frontier campus representative,
to your Travel Agent, or any Frontier ticket office.

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday•••10·6 Sunday

Girls - Half Price
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

'•

•

--·

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

FRoNJliij>AIRUNES
The airline that knows the West. Best.

Friday, Matclt 8,1968
NEW MEXICO LOBO
•.,

Visit Europe Without Tax

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVEli.'I'ISlNG RA'rJ!lS•
4 line ad., 65~-.. tima~, $2..00. Insertlorui
.must be. oubmttte<l bY noon on <lay before
P.nbllcatton !X> Room 169, Student Publica·
t•ons Bulld1n11', or ~lephone 277·4002 or

WJ;l WANT to look at your stories on
funny things. sar~tic things, amusing '
thip.gs, ~atiric things, parodies, on anY·
thing under your skin. Roo!U 157 ,Jour·
1\nlism Building, call 277·4102.

277-1102.

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED
NA'I'IONALLY know men's apParel and
furnishings corporation looking for fra..
ternlty and Independent men to xepre_.e,ent an<l ))romote~·qualibt men's wear at'
reasonable pJ'iees. Write:
College Classics, I:nc.
1585 North High Street
Colu!Ubua, Ohio 43201
ARTISTS! We're looki!lg for someone with
ability to caricature and draw humorou.IY.

Our ideas or yoUrs. Draw cartoons on

your own study time foJ;" publication in
the UNM Juggler. Call ~42-5189 or 256·
7973 after o,
·

G.l. or C.O. 7 l·Y or li·A 7 Do you know
your rights 7 Send for "The Draft Law
& Your Choices.'' Draft Information.
Box 4088, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
POETRY WANT];)D for Poetry Anthology.
Include atamped enveloJle. Idlewild Publisher•, 548 Frederick, San )!\'anei•co,
California. 94117.
.
l'ERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. It we don't
h~ve them, then you don't
them.
Send for S~rnpl<!l! & List. MADAIII
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609, E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.

need

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR Rent. Spacious, quiet, com·
fortable room. Ideal for graduate study.
Convenient to UNM call 2G5-126B. before
9 a.m. or after 6 M. W. F.
FOR SALE
TWO 'I'ICKETS For Sale, Opera at UNM
March 16. Excellent seats. $9 for two.
:Phone 255-0513.
PROFESSOR Ra.lferty'• 1964 Valiant 6,
exeellent, high econQmy, 25,500 miles, fl,de·

qua.te- llower. new 4-ply tires. Consum·
er's choice. Phone 256·8700.
FOR SALE ••• 1957 Triumph TR3 Sports
Car, $325. Call 21l6·0161 ~fter 6 p.m.
KNEE HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deeJl,
SO" high; 7 drawers; phonY wa1nut fin·
ish. $30. See at LOBO office, 158 Student Publications Bldg. Do not calL
'65 YELLOW MUST,ANG, 3 speed 6 eylin·
der pDwer steering, new tires. Verr clean
& economical. Call 277~198 or 242-7534,
1967 4-4·2 OLDSMOBILE Conv. Blue with
White top. 4 speed Posi & full power
equipment. 1500 miles. Phone 247-8463.
LOST
BINDERS, NOTEBOOKS & BOOKS. Lost
in Music Building. Please return bind·
er5 and 11otebooka to .same place or call
247-8452. $2.00 reward.
SERVICJ;lS
HORSES Boarded-Las Padillas area South
Vallc:v-Plenty of roo!ll to ride. Phone
877-4387.

.N··
fac.t, they'd rather you didn't be· when. you come f9r $1,000 and
By .DA VI D SALTM A
cause they're terribly short on sell lt when you ll!llVe for •$966.
College Press Service
space.
See "Fiy_g _Jlol~~rs A.' D';'Y"-the
BARCELONA, Spain- Sum·
One of the proposed items is chaiJter called Inexpenstve Auto
mer isn't far off, and the thoughts a new tax on international air Rentals." This cuts your costs
of all self-respecting students are tickets, To beat this, simply :fly drastically (you only pay for gas
turning to ways to beat President from Canada or Mexico. If yol.l and lose $36 on the re-sale)· InJohnson's proposed touring taxes plan to hitchhike in Europe, you cidentally, a car is
so they can go to Europe.
might as well get into shape by the beat way to see th1s continent.
If you're rich or you haven't hitchhiking across Canada to
•Hitchhike. . .
•
got the spirit, or for some othel' Newfoundland. From there you
Yllu can cut hvmg ex~enses. m
reason don't mind p11ying taxes on can fly Air Canada to Glasgow any number of ways, mcludmg
all expenditures above seven dol- for about $150-cheaper than any camping, youth hosteling and eatlara a day, then don't read this.
flights from the U.S.
ing sandwiches. You:n also .find
FIRST OF all: budget travel
ONCE YOU arrive in Europe out that some countrtes are very
in Europe ia possible. A guy the strategy changes. Now the cheap .and others are
named Arthur Frommer has re- problem is how to keep e~pense~ expens1ve. In these taxable times,
it may be advisable to spend more
volutionized the European travel down to rock-bottom.
scene with a book called "Europe
The biggest single expense in time in Spai.n, Portugal,, Greece
On Five Dollars A Day." The Europe--espically if you want to . and Yugoslavia and less tn Scantrouble with this book is that it 'See a lot of countries-is trans· dinavia, Russia and Israel, How
only talks about five dpllars a day portation. Trains cost about five" cheap are the chea>p ones? Last
for living expenses. If you fol- dollars a day for tbe average night, in Barcelona, I had the
low his guidelines (which are traveller. To cut the cost of trans- finest, thickest filet mignon in all
excellent, mind you) and you port you can do two things:
the world for $1.16 including tip
travel by train within Europe,
•I£ you hav:e some cash on hand
(at the Caballito Blanco on Calle
you end up spending about ten you can buy a car in Copenhagen Mallorca, if you're interested).
dollars a day. Under Johnson's
S.U.B. Theatre
proposed :plan this would be taxable.
50¢
Sun, 5 & 8
Sat. 7 & 10
But there are ways to keep
total expenses under seven dollars
a day.
GIANT OF ALL THE YEAR'S GREAT HITS!
Before you go, find out all you
MAGNIFICENT NEW TRIUMPH FROM THE MAKER OF 'EL CID'!
can about Europe and the countries you want to visit. Read "Five
Dollars A Day" and "Let's GoA Student Guide to Europe."
PRESENTS
Learn as much of as many languages as you can. The most useful language in Europe, in my
opinion, is German. English is
widely spoken, but not by everyone, and it often raises your
prices by ten per cent.
IN ADDITION to studying,
there are various ways to beat
the tax before you go:
•Send a few hundred dollars to
a friend in Europe. Pick it up
when you visit him. Don't declare
it and they'll never find out.
•If you don't have a friend in
Europe (such people do exist)
send the money to yourself, care
of American Express or Thomas
Cook & Son in the first big city
you're going to.
•Do not fail to buy an International Student Identity Card
(three dollars) and a Youth Hostel Card {seven dollars). There
are many 'reductions for cardcarrying students, es-pecially on
those incidentals that kill your
budget. The National Student As·
sociation in Washington or Student Travel, Inc., in New York
can tell you how to get the cards.
•If you plan to stay at least
three months in Europe, and want
to travel by train, buy a 90·day
Eurailpass in the U.S. before you
go ($205). This gives you unlimited train transportation anywhere in Western Europe. If you
buy it in the U.S. it isn't taxable
(you can't buy it in Europe),
and you don't have to pay taxes
on travel in Europe. In my opinion, the 30-day and 60-day Eurail·
passes aren't worth it. See any
travel agent for details.
• Before you leave, enroll as a
student abroad. With two years·,_
of college you can get into the
Sorbonne in Paris with no trouble
(contact the nearest French
Consulate for information). The
tax, as proposed now, won't apply
to full-time students. You don't
evel' have to go to class to be a
full-time Sorbonne student: in

w~thout ~oubt

rela~ively

·Samuel Bronston
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"A MASTERPIECE
not to be missed I"

-Judilh Crisl, Herald Tribune

"EXCELLENT, POETIC!
A graphic, extiting, hisforit
document ••• stunning!"

-Bosley Crowlher, N. y, Timor

"UNFOR6ETTABLE!

A most exciting story. A movie
'I'll always remember.''
Brenclan Gill, Thot New Yorker

S.U.B. Theatre

50¢

Fri. 7 & 10

TOMORROW Midnight-...

~

-x-~~

1.:1l
with Stan Laurel -well, you

ldn't believe what this little film gets into.

"Meni lmontant"
is considered one of the
greatest films ever made

.,
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Plus METANOMEN
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Free U. Program
Needs More Help

Ortega Is Chosen
To 1-lead Regents

The number of available professors determines how many
. courses and what kinds of courses
are offered by the Free University,
Jor.athan Amastae, Free University head, said this weekend.
Amastae pointed out that getgetting enough :professors was the
biggest protem facing the Free
University. His organization of:fred 11 courses this .semester because only 11' ·:instructor!! , were
available. "If 30 ~ofessora had
cDme we might have had 30 cours-

Arturo G. Ortega was elected gents changed the law degree from
president of the UNM Board of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) to Juris
Regents in the first meeting held Doctor (J.D.} A motion passed by
since Dr. Thomas Roberts former the regents made the change api)licable :for 1950-1965 graduates
president, died.
Mrs. Frank Mapel, was voted of the law school.
vice-president. She served as acting president after Dr. Roberts'
death. She was nominated for Regents president, but declined beeause of other <lommitments.
DR.

EVEN with an increased number of professors, Amastae doubts
that UNM's Free University
would become as big as the program at San Francisco State
which first began the Free University idea.
About 150 students are enrolled
in the 11 courses now offered by
the Free University at UNM.
Am.astae stressed that money
was not a problem. Student government gave the Free University
$50 which covers the cost of renting rooms, mimeogr(aphing, and
incidental expenses. The professors al'e not paid.
THE FREE University head
· was sure he could get more money
from student government if it was
needed. "All things considered,
we're doing okay," he said.
lie said, "think so", when asked if students and :Professors are
showing interest in an increased
Free University program next
year.
Referring to the six courses being offered at the International
Center, Amastae said "I would
. ·11ike to see the International Center and the Free University get
together. We could coneeivably
have one registration instead of

New Mexico State Senator Sterling Black will be the featured
speaker at a meeting tomorrow
to enlist support for 11residential
candidate Eugene McCarthy (,D.Minn.).
The meeting will be held at 8
p.m. in room 250 C-D of the
Union.
The campus group is supporting
· McCarthy's candidaey in the mock
· · · election to be held at UNM April
24. Time magazine is sponsoring
the nationwide "Choice '68" pri·
mary on campuses. Supporters
will meet after the speech to organize the eampaign.

LAWRENCE
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was eleted sec:r:etaey-treaeurer.
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McCarthy Group
To Meet Tuesday

WENDELL SAMSON

by MIKE KUCHAR Starring REO GROOMS

EW

two!'

THE SECRET OF
( Rest assured that
you are being
worked on by
masters

is still the influence of local
bosses. And finally there ia the
increasingly powerful fMtor of
national and state public opinion
polls.
ALL 'fliESE factors put together constitute the American
nominating system. Churchill
once described demom;llCY as the
worst form of government in the
world except for all others. The
same might be said of our nominating process. In any case, in a
rough way, it seems to suit the
United States. Generally it has
done a fairly discriminating job
of weeding out the party's weaker
presidential possibilities, and finally settling on the strongest ones.
Even by hindsight, neither party
has many regrets over the nominees that have finally survived
the many-sided selection process.
ON THE WHOLE, the national
(Continued on Page 2)

TWO AMERICAN Indians pedormed the lance and shield dance
last night at the International Festival in the Concert Hall. Built
around a toul' theme, Aladdin's genie led the audience through per·
formances by students from all over the world. For the program,
France won first place, the South Americans won second place, and
for the booths, the Chinese won first place.

18 Men Lose Deferments

Civil Liberties Group Aids
Reclassified Objectors
NEW YORK (CPS) - The
American Civil Liberties Union
has gone to court on behalf of 1S
young men who were reclassified
by their local draft boards after
turning in their draft cards as an
expression of opposition to U.S.
policy in Viet Nam.
The reclassification came in the
wake of last November's letter to
local draft boat·ds from Selective
Service Director Lewis Hershey
in which he recommended that
persons who turn in draft cards
and block recruiters be reclass•
itied and drafted as soon as pos·
sible.
Plaintiffs in the suits, filed in
New York and New Jersey, in·
cluded Staughton Lynd, the Yale
professor who has been to North
Viet Nam. Lynd, a :!8-year-old
veteran with three children, was
declared delinquent by his local
draft board.
Draft boards have restored de·
ferments to three students who
participated in anti-war demon·
strations. Two of the three had
passed out anti-war leaflets at an

army induction eenter in Seattle,
Wash. The third, Jolm D. Love, a
student at Oberlin College in
Ohio, was 1•eclassified after participating in a demonstration
against Navy recruiters. He was
given back his deferment after
Oberlin's faculty council approved
a temporary ban on milita1·y recruiters.

--·

The first action taken at Saturday's meeting was to adopt a mem·
orial resolution expressing sympathy to Dr. Robert's family. The
motion was passed by a standing
vote followed by a moment of
silence.
In other actions, the Regents
approved a doctorate program in
business administration.
A RESOLUTION was adopted
commending the basketball team
and coach Bob King. Wyoming
fans were commended for their
Arturo Ortega
sportsmanship at the last UNMHmiRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRliiNIII11IIIIIIIINIBIIllftlllllllllllllllll!llllll!ftiiiiiJmmlllll11111it
Wyoming game at Wyoming.
An amendment to the AssociatMirage Editorship
ed Students constitution changing
vote-counting procedure in the
Applications are now being
given final approval by the board.
taken
for the editorship of the
Under the new system., abstentions
1969
Mirage.
The only requirewill be recorded as abstentions if
ment
for
application
is a 2.3
a student :fails to vote on the budcumulative grade-point aver·
get question at all.
age. Applications may be pickIn the past, these non~votes
ed
up in Room 159, Student
were recorded as votes against the
Publications
Building, corner
budget. The budget was defeated
of
Yale
and
Central,
and mu~.t
last spring because, while a mabe
returned
to
that
office
by 5
jority of students who voted on
p.m.
Friday,
March
15.
All
apthe budget approved it, a majority
plicants
will
be
required
to
be
of students who voted in the elecby
the
Board
of
interviewed
tion did not by virtue of these nonStudent
Publications
on
Tuesvotes. The new amendment will
day, March 19. Time and place
eliminate such situations.
for the interviews will be an·
A UNM law degree change was
nounced at a later date.
made retroactive. In 1966, the Re·

***
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Memorial Study Postponed.
A New Mexico legislature memorial requesting the UNM Re·
gents to revise the school's speaker's policy will await consideration until a fi:fth member is appointed to the board.
New Mexico Gov. David Cargo
will name the new Regent, and
committees will tl1e11 be formed
to consider all memot·ials from
Santa Fe, Regents President Al'turo Ortega said yesterday. Ortega, an Albuquerque lawyer, was
elected president of the board at
a meeting Saturday.
The legislature's memorial was
ndopted during the controversy
surrounding black~powet• advocate

The memorial states "there has
Stokley Carmichael's seheduled
been
an absence o:f reasonable
speaking appearance at UNM.
standards
for the selection of
The boa1·d was "requested to
speakers
to
appear at UNM.'1
forthwith adopt and enforce a
policy which will prohibit the 1lil- Speakers who advocate the defeat
gagem.ent of speakers who advo- of American forces or the overcate the defeat of American forces throw of the American govern·
and knowingly advocate or teaeh m.ent "should not be subsidized by
the desirability or propriety of universities or other public
overthrowing or destroying the bodies,'' it says.
Such speakers also "could rea·
government of the tlnited States."
sonably
be expected to create pub~
A memorial is "not a atatutory
lie
disorder
and otherwise cause
mandate; it is an expression of
widespread
unrest
and dissatis·
the legislators' feeling," Ortega
and
are
"contrary
to the
faction"
said yesterday. "I do not want to
interest
and
welfare
o:f
all
of
the
speak for the legislature regardpeople
of
the
state
of
New
:Mex•
ing their intent in passing this
ico," the memorial states.
memo:rial," he said.

